Friday 11th June 2021

3B - Harry and Oliver for showing excellent throwing, catching and batting technique in
P.E., learning about striking and fielding games.
3HL - Riley for showing a mature attitude towards completing his homework this week and
passing 3 reading quizzes, keep it up! Zola for writing some interesting sentences as the
bear (1st person) and including a range of powerful vocabulary.
3P- Elijah for excellent organisational skills in PE. Skalla for fantastic writing about The Bear
and The Piano.
3K - Aneesha and Alnna for working hard to present their work neatly, even when it isn’t
asked for and Isaac for building confidence in asking questions when he isn’t sure.

Our speediest rockstars are:
1 - Rita
0.62
4G
2 - Ethan
0.65
6P
3 - Alfie
0.65
5M

Our most active classes are:
1st 4H 126 million, 2nd 3B 17 million and 3rd 3HL 14 million.
Our most accurate individuals are:
1st Dylan 60 million, 2nd Riley 40 million and 3rd Temmy 15 million.
(All in 4H).

4G - Ethan - for a confident explanation in the science topic
4H - Amour who has made fantastic contributions to class discussions throughout this
week. Hayden for his contribution to a small group role performed to the whole class
in Creative Arts.
Archie for writing a fantastic set of instructions describing “How to slay a Gorgon”.
Really impressive work Archie!
4L - Grace- for enthusiasm at all times.
Connor for great writing this week on instructions on how to slay a gorgon
Crystal for being helpful, polite and an enthusiastic learner.

All of Year 5 for their brilliant participation in ‘A Viking’s Tale’. You were all
excellent as an audience for the play, showing how well you had listened by
answering the cast’s questions and enthusiastic participants in the drama
workshops. Well done!

The winning classes this week are:
Year 3 . 3B 18 minutes
Year 4 4L 93 minutes !!
Year 5 5M 15 minutes

Year 6 6P 10 minutes

6P - Riley F and Tommy for their amazing participation and effort in music this week.
The Year 6 children have been preparing for the end of term production and Mrs Miller
was so impressed with both of them
.
6R - Theo P has worked brilliantly in Literacy this week. He created a really fantastic
setting description which painted a very clear picture for the reader. Theo also focused
heavily on his presentation and it reflected the high standards he has.
6T - Logan for some INCREDIBLE maths this week! Great understanding of how to
convert between units of measure - well done!
6RL - Kenzie P for some wonderful work on pathetic fallacy and Riley F (again) for giving
100% at the moment in all that he does.

Riley (3K), Anas (5J) and Olivia (4L)

Year 3 - 3B - Bradley for showing lots of enthusiasm in French. He did some great
sounding out of French words using the sounds he knows as well as looking up extra
vocabulary when labelling part of the body. Super effort!
Year 5 - 5J - Roman for showing great understanding of the main points of a French
weather report text. He was able to pick out the vocabulary he knew and work out
what the weather was like in different parts of France.
Year 6 - 6T - Lynden for using his knowledge of English vocabulary to work out the
meaning of new unknown words in French. For example, Lynden used the English
word unicorn to help him work out that une corne was a horn.
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